This paper proposes an improved spectral clustering algorithm based on neighbour adaptive scale, who fully considers the local structure of dataset using neighbour adaptive scale, which simplifies the selection of parameters and makes the improved algorithm insensitive to both density and outliers. This paper illustrates the proposed algorithm not only has inhibition for certain outliers but is able to cluster the data sets with different scales. Experiments on UCI data sets show that the proposed method is effective. Some experiments were also performed in image clustering and image segmentation to demonstrate its excellent features in application.
Introduction
Clustering is one popular data analysis method and has been widely used in pattern recognition, image processing and data mining. Based on variable density of dataset, DBSCAN [1] can deal with datasets with arbitrary shape, but an inappropriate choice of parameters may yield poor result. Spectral clustering algorithms have seen an explosive development over the past years and been successfully used in image clustering and image segmentation [2] . They can deal with arbitrary distribution dataset and easy to implement. However, spectral clustering also has some weaknesses [3] [4] , for example, it is sensitive to the datasets with distinctly different densities and the parameters of algorithm must be selected cautiously.
This paper proposes an improved spectral clustering algorithm who fully considers the local structure of dataset like DBSCAN. Neighbour adaptive scale simplifies the selection of parameters and makes the improved algorithm insensitive to both density and outliers. To extend its application domain, a robust image clustering using image distance was proposed. Experiments on images returned by search engine show that the proposed method is effective.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, Spectral clustering algorithm is summarized briefly. In Section 3, the proposed adaptive spectral clustering algorithm is described. In Section 4, experiments are presented and the results are discussed. Finally, a conclusion is provided in Section 5.
Spectral clustering
Spectral clustering can be interpreted in multi-view, such as graph cut theory [2] [5] , random walks point of view [6] and perturbation theory [7] . Spectral clustering in the end is the problem of finding eigenvectors of Laplacian matrix, and then clustering eigenvectors into clusters. Normalized Cut based-on spectral clustering algorithm [8] is a representative one [9] ( i.e. standard spectral clustering). Given a set of n points X={x 1 ,…,x n } in l ℜ , cluster them into c clusters as follows:
1) computer affinity matrix n n ×
∈ ℜ A
, in which A ii =0 and
2) Construct Laplacian matrix L=D -1/2 AD -1/2 , in which D is diagonal matrix defined as We can see that two parameters influence the final clustering result and they are scale parameter σ in affinity function and clusters number c. In [8] detecting the range of σ is difficult. Moreover, repeated experiments will increase the compute complexity.
In conclusion, standard spectral clustering is sensitive to σ and specially not robust to dataset with variable densities.
Besides, spectral clustering can find clusters in nonspherical-shape distribution with appropriate σ , however, k-means etc can not do.
Adaptive Spectral clustering algorithm based on neighbour adaptive scale

Fig.1 Theory of spectral clustering
From above analysis we know that maybe a varying σ is more appropriate for spectral clustering. Inspired by DBSCAN, for each point x i an adaptive scale i σ is set, which considers the local distribution of neighbours of xi. Let
where i σ is the average distance between x i and its k nearest neighbours, called the Neighborhood Adaptive Scale (ASC) of point x i . However, self-tuning spectral clustering in [3] only considers the kth neighbour (usually k=7) and tends to be affected by outliers. Similar to [3] , affinity between point x i and x j is defined as
because scale i σ varies with neighbour distribution and is adaptive to local structure. This trait enlarges the affinity between two points in the same cluster and reduces that in different clusters as Fig.1 
It is obvious that neighbour adaptive scale makes points closer in one cluster and farther in different clusters. Replace the first step of standard spectral clustering with above algorithm, the improved spectral algorithm is named Adaptive Spectral Clustering (ASC). ASC can distinguish clusters with different densities. ASC utilizes average distance to tune affinity by means of the idea of DBSCAN. ASC is resistant to outliers, because i σ is determined by the average distance, which is more reliable than the nearest neighbour distance or kth neighbour [3] distance. ASC does not have a bias towards a particular cluster shape or size compared with k-means.
Experimental results and analysis
To validate the efficiency of the ASC, we conducted extensive experiments using two publicly available datasets, and then compared ASC with k-means, standard spectral clustering and self-tuning spectral clustering. 
Experiment on the UCI dataset
Next, five real datasets selected from UCI [11] database were used to evaluate ASC. To evaluate clustering performance quantitatively, we adopt popular Rand index as evaluation, The Rand index has a value between 0 and 1, with 0 indicating that the two data clusters do not agree on any pair of points and 1 indicating that the data clusters are exactly the same.
The value of σ is typically set to 10 to 20 percent of the total range of the feature distance function d r (d r =max(D)-min(D)) according to [2] . Without loss of generality, the parameters of these algorithms were set as follows:
(1) standard spectral clustering: σ =0.1d r , σ =0.2d r ;
(2) self-tuning spectral clustering: k=7; (3) ASC: k=3, k=5. TABLE 1 shows the attributes of UCI database and the experimental results of four clustering algorithms. As can be seen, ASC almost achieved all optimal RIs, moreover, the values are very near when k=3 or k=5. We can conclude that ASC is the most stable algorithm of them and insensitive to k. Although the RIs of standard spectral clustering varied widely, at most one RI is larger than that of k-means clustering. That is to say standard spectral clustering is certain to outperform k-means clustering if a suitable σ is set. Self-tuning spectral clustering is also not stable, because it just considers the seventh neighbour and is sensible to outliers.
Experiment on image clustering
The goal of image clustering is to find a mapping of the archive images into clusters such that the set of clusters provide nearly the same information about the entire image collection [13] [14] . To improve the accuracy of image clustering, we introduce a novel image distance to measure the similarity between the images. Then neighbour spectral clustering is performed on the image similarity matrix.
Unlike the traditional Euclidean distance, IMD [15] takes into account the spatial relationships of pixels. Therefore, it is robust to small perturbation of images. Let vetor x, y be two m by n images, x =(x 1, x 2 , …, x mn) , y =( y 1, y 2 , …, y mn) ), the Euclidean distance d 2 E (x, y) is given by
Suppose e 1 , e 2 , …, e mn is a base of mn-dimensional image space, the metric coefficients g ij is defined as , , , cos
e e e e (5) where <,> is the scalar product and j i θ is the angle between e i and e j . Then, the IMD of two images x, y is written by To reduce computation complexity, G is decomposed by
where Λ is a diagonal matrix whose elements are eigenvalues of G and Γ is an orthogonal matrix whose column vectors are eigenvectors of G. Let
which has the form of Euclidean distance. Because G is only associated with the size of an image, so can be computed before transform is performed. Utilizing the property of IMD and spectral clustering, we propose a robust image clustering method named IMD-ASC , by replacing Euclidean distance with IMD. IMD-ASC can be descried as follows [16] .
Step1: For N images (m by n), compute G 1/2 according to equation (7) and equation (8);
Step3: Replace the Euclidean distance in ASC by IMD to perform spectral clustering.
Utilizing Google search engine, images were collected by inputting keywords like apple, Africa, Nanjing separately. Then the former 500 images were selected as the input of IMD-ASC. Clustering results were partially figured out in Fig.2-3 .
In Fig.2 , images were clustered into three main clusters identified by apples for eating, Apple logo and Apple products. In Fig.3 , elephants, landscape and eagles are the typical Africa elements. 
Experiment on image segmentation
Image segmentation [17] is the process of dividing an image into multiple parts, which is a difficult problem in computer vision. Image segmentation is typically used to identify objects or other relevant information in digital images. ASC can also be used on image segmentation. Fig.4 shows the result using ASC( k=5) on two typical gray images. Notice that for both images, our method can clearly segmented the object from the background. 
Conlusions and future work
ASC algorithm makes each point with a different neighbour adaptive scale computed according to the mean distance to its k nearest neighbors. Neighbour adaptive scale simplifies the selection of parameters and makes the improved algorithm insensitive to both density and outliers. Experimental results show that, compared with k-means and standard spectral clustering, our algorithm can achieve better clustering effect on artificial datasets and UCI public databases. However, ASC is sensible to noises and the number of clusters is difficult to select. Besides, computational complexity is increased. For NAS, some quantitative comparison has been performed. But for image clustering and segmentation, only qualitative results were concluded. It is expected that using evaluation to improve the performance further.
